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Abstract
W orkflow management system supports the automation o f  business processes where a 
collection o f  tasks is organized between participants according to a defined set o f  rules to 
accomplish some business goals. The service-orientated computing paradigm is 
transforming traditional workflow management from a close, centralized control system 
into a dynamic information exchange and business process. Moreover, agent based 
workflow, from another point o f  view, provides a flexible mechanism for dynamic 
workflow coordination at run time. In this context, the combination o f  Web services and 
software agents provides great flexibility to discover and establish relationships among 
business partners.
This thesis proposes an agent-based workflow model in support o f  inter-enterprise 
workflow management. In the proposed model, agent-based technology enables the 
workflow coordination at both inter- and intra- enterprise levels while semantic Web and 
Web services based technologies provide infrastructures for messaging, service 
description, service discovery, workflow ontology, and workflow enactment. 
Coordination agents and resource agents are used with a Contract Net protocol based 
bidding mechanism for constructing a dynamic workflow process among business 
partners. The agent system architecture, workflow models and related components are 
described. A prototype system is implemented for the purpose o f  designing and 
developing role-feasible agents for simulating the formation process o f  a virtual 
enterprise.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Today, manufacturing enterprises often focus on their core-competencies and integrate 
different organization’s workflows to quickly respond to the changing market 
requirements. In this context, workflow technology becomes an efficient approach to 
assist the collaboration among enterprises. W orkflow management systems provide the 
automation o f  business process where a collection o f  tasks is organized between 
participants such as workers, departments and enterprises according to a set o f  predefined 
rules to accomplish some business goals. As a result, the workflow system can quickly 
react to the custom er’s requirements, automatically execute by the software tools, and 
flexibly adjust its processes to improve its efficiency.
Meanwhile, service-orientated computing is quickly becoming a widely accepted 
technology for enterprise collaboration, enabling business-to-business and department-to- 
department integration o f  business processes. Service-orientated architecture (SOA) also 
provides a loosely coupled computing framework to integrate heterogeneous system 
resources with the support o f  XML based technologies. In fact, our motivation in this 
research is to present an agent based workflow solution for enterprise collaboration under 
this context.
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design, deployment, monitoring, and troubleshooting o f complex tasks as a huge 
challenge to both system designers and developers.
•  Time complexity. The development o f  integrated workflows is still ad-hoc, time- 
consuming and requires enormous efforts o f low-level programming.
•  Run-time complexity. Although SOA provides a framework in support o f  process 
automation, it is still not enough. We indicate the meaning o f  run-time flexibility in 
our work contains the functions o f service or partner search and selection, task 
mediation, coordination, fault handling, workflow reconfiguration, etc. 
Unfortunately, neither W orkflow Reference model nor workflow languages like 
BPEL4W S or W SFL directly support these crucial functions.
1.3 Scope
Flexible and efficient integration o f  workflows requires the ability to efficiently discover 
and exploit business services in a dynamic and constantly changing environment. As 
much research work has proved that agents can provide a flexible, reconfigurable and 
coordinated approach to enhance workflow management, the merging o f software agents 
w ith workflow brings a promising solution. A software agent is an execution entity on 
behalf o f its role, knowledge, or resources to perform tasks o f a workflow. Agent-based 
workflow can be considered as a workflow process that is planed, performed, 
communicated, and coordinated in a multi-agent environment, in which the workflow is 
decomposed into multi-level collaborative tasks and each task represents a logical piece 
o f  work that contributes to the process.
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and the other is ontology based workflow process definition. Consequently, we build the 
agent based workflow model in two steps:
•  First, exploit and establish the relationships among software agents, Web services 
and workflow. W ithin this step, Web services are used as external behaviors o f  
agents and software agents for process composition, resource discovery, mediation 
and interaction. However, deriving the specified workflow description for virtual 
enterprise formation is not easy, and several steps are required to finalize its concrete 
description. Our approach is to use an agent-based coordination model w ith the 
Contract Net Protocol (Smith, 1980) based negotiation to facilitate this formation 
process in order to derive an executable inter-enterprise workflow definition.
•  Second, develop a semantic model that is based on the previous step to support 
workflow process definition, generation, reasoning and interpretation. The w orkflow 
ontology provides a set o f  concepts, and meta-data, that can be queried, advertised 
and used to control the workflow process. Using workflow ontology, agents can find 
alternative sub workflows, services, and resources when the predefined workflow or 
resources are abstract or unavailable.
1.5 Organization o f the Thesis
In Section 2, we introduce the major concepts that are related to this thesis. These 
concepts include: enterprise collaboration, virtual enterprise, workflow model, workflow 
reference model, Web services, semantic Web, ontology, and software agents. M oreover, 
we review the related research areas in workflow modeling, agent m odeling and service 
based process modeling.
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2. Research Literature
Our research is mainly related to four technique domains: virtual enterprise (VE), 
workflow, semantic Web and Web services, and software agents. In this section, we 
briefly review these concepts and the related research literature.
2.1 Technical Background
2.1.1 Enterprise Collaboration
In response to the challenges o f  global competition, the new manufacturing paradigms 
have emerged such as virtual enterprise, extended enterprise, supply chain management 
and agile enterprise and challenge the way traditional industrial manufacturing systems 
are planned and managed. Enterprise collaboration provides a collaborative infrastructure 
to collect and gather business partners through a coordinate and cooperate approach. In 
this infrastructure, each partner shares its resources, infrastructure, personnel, research, 
information, and knowledge, and realizes only a special fraction o f  the value chain. 
Therefore, they, combined together, have a clearly synergetic effect to gain a better 
market position.
The typical forms o f enterprise collaboration (except virtual enterprise) are described 
as follows:
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Companies, especially the Small and Medium size Enterprises (SMEs) must jo in  skills 
and resources in order to survive and gain competitive advantage in a global market 
environment. Moreover, a dynamic virtual enterprise only emerges when a customer 
approach with an order and business partners build a temporary relationship for the order 
processing. M ain characteristics o f  a VE are described as follows:
• Temporary network o f  independent enterprises or individuals
• Collaboration among the partners
• Goal-oriented
• Commitment-based
• Shared skills, costs, profits, risks and markets
• Geographically distributed
• Limited life span
When analyzing the infrastructure requirements for virtual enterprise, it is important to 
consider the various phases o f  its life cycle. Figure 1 represents a life cycle model 
including the creation, operation, evolution and dissolution stages (Camarinha-M atos and 
Cardoso, 1999b).
C reation. In the whole life cycle o f the virtual enterprise, the formation is an important 
phase including partners’ search and selection, bid negotiation, configuration, contract, 
etc.
O peration . This is the phase when the VE is performing its business processes in order 
to achieve its common goal(s), and which requires functionalities such as: data exchange, 
order management, order processing, distributed the dynamic planning and scheduling, 
distributed task management and high levels o f  task coordination.
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other. The communication can involve either simple data passing or two or more services 
coordinating.
The main characteristics o f SOA are loosely coupled computing, messaging, and 
asynchronous communication. Loosely coupled computing allows a service to be 
accessed using any arbitrary document format, regardless o f  syntax, providing the 
physical business data within the document contents. “M essaging is a technology that 
enables high-speed, asynchronous, program-to-program communication with reliable 
delivery.” (Hohpe et al., 2004). Asynchronous communication provides a flexible 
approach for messages to be sent and received: once the message is sent, the sender is 
free to perform other work and does not have to wait for the receiver to receive and 
process the message.
The collaborations in a service-oriented architecture follow the so-called “find, bind 
and invoke” paradigm where a service consumer performs dynamic service location by 
querying the service registry for a service that matches its criteria. If  such a service exists, 
the registry provides the consumer with the interface contract and the endpoint address o f 
the service. The following diagram (Figure 3) illustrates the entities in a service-oriented 
architecture that collaborate to support the “find, bind and invoke” paradigm.
11
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a service description from other resources besides a service registry, such as a local file, 
FTP site or Web site.
Web services are a technology that is well suited to implement a service-oriented 
architecture. In essence, Web services are self-describing and m odular applications that 
expose business logic as services that can be published, discovered, and invoked over the 
Internet. Web services can be developed as loosely coupled application components using 
any programming language, any protocol, on any platform. This facilitates the delivery o f  
business applications as a service accessible to anyone, anytime, at any location, and 
using any platform. The basic components o f Web services are SOAP, WSDL and UDDI.
The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) defines an XML document format that 
describes how to invoke a method o f a remote method. XML together with XSLT, XML 
Schema, XML Parsers are among the first attempts to solve the data-exchanging problem 
between heterogeneous web applications. SOAP is a simple and lightweight XML-based 
messaging mechanism for exchanging structured data. SOAP consists o f an envelope, a 
set o f encoding rules, a convention for representing remote procedure calls (RPCs) and 
bindings with low-level protocols. SOAP can be used in combination with or re­
enveloped by a variety o f  network protocols such as HTTP, SMTP, FTP, RMI over HOP 
or MQ.
The Web Services Description Language (W SDL) is an XML vocabulary that 
describes a Web service. The information in the W SDL file defines the name o f the web 
service, the names o f  its methods, the arguments to those methods, and other details.
The Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) protocol defines a 
SOAP interface to a registry o f  Web services. For a piece o f  code that a service provider
13
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supplement the data widely available in today's Web with "semantic markup" to allow 
smarter navigation and use o f  Web data. The semantic web aims for machine- 
understandable Web resources, whose information can then be shared and processed both 




Figure 3. Semantic Web diagram 
Unicode and URI are used as a basis.
XML provides a surface syntax for structured documents but imposes no semantic 
constraints on the meaning o f  these documents. XML Schema is a language for 
restricting the structure o f  XML documents.
RDF is a data model for objects (“resources”) and relations between them, and 
provides a simple semantics for this data model represented in an XML syntax. 
RDF Schema (RDFS) extends RDF by class and property hierarchies that enable 
the creation o f simple ontologies. RDF and RDFS are already standardized by the 
W3C.
15
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Language), etc., have been proposed on top o f  those basic components for automating 
business process management. They are specialized languages for describing some 
aspects o f the workflow and representing the business process logic, defining the 
sequence o f  tasks and the routing rules implemented by the workflow system.
Among these languages, BPEL4W S is being widely studied for providing a formal 
specification o f  business processes and business interaction protocols. A workflow 
described in BPEL4W S details the flow o f control and data dependencies among a 
collection o f Web services being composed. When enacted, the com position itself 
becomes available as a meta-W eb service, eligible for inclusion in other compositions. 
BPEL4W S uses the executable business process and the abstract process to ensure that 
different business processes can understand one another in a Web services environment, 
and that they can realize a dynamic composition. In fact, there is no direct logical relation 
between an abstract process definition and an executable process definition except that 
developers manually define such a relation for them.
OWL-S is an OW L ontology evolved from DAM L-OIL for Web services. It describes 
a set o f  classes, properties and relations that are specific to the description o f  Web 
services. The OWL-S consists o f  three service models: the service profile model, the 
process model and the grounding model.
•  The profile model describes the properties o f  a service necessary for automatic 
discovery, such as what the service offers, its inputs and outputs, and its 
preconditions and effects.
17
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• Pro-activeness: software agents take initiatives and exploit unexpected 
opportunities where appropriate.
• Responsiveness: agents perceive their environment and respond in a timely 
fashion to change.
The integration o f  software agents and Web services can be proposed at both the 
design level and implementation level. At the design level, we encapsulate Web services 
as agent models so that each agent is on behalf o f Web services in its actions and 
relations to the environment. In this sense, we could treat a Web service as a semi- 
autonomous agent. On the other hand, Web services can be described as external 
behavior o f  software agents. Therefore, agents could be used to build high-level models 
with flexible interaction patterns, while W eb services are more suitable for solving 
interoperability among various applications in real implementation. At the 
implementation level, the UDDI, W SDL and SOAP provide the capability o f  service 
discovery, deployment and communication, and Web services-based workflow 
specifications, such as WSFL, XLANG, BPEL4W S, enable the workflow automation. 
Behind Web services, software agents coordinate the whole workflow process.
2.1.7 Coordination in M ulti-Agent System
M ulti-agent systems are systems composed o f  agents coordinated through their 
relationships with one another. In multi-agent systems, groups o f  software agents 
communicate and negotiate shared information and responsibilities in order to 
accomplish a collective task.
19
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various agent applications such as e-commerce, pervasive computing, workflow 
management system, integration o f  heterogeneous information sources and databases.
The mediator agents play the role o f system coordinators by promoting cooperation 
among intelligent agents and learning from the agents’ interactions. The mediator agents 
provide the computational simplicity and manageability by imposing a static or dynamic 
hierarchy for every specific task.
According to the similar functionalities o f  software agents, it is very useful to compare 
the concepts and functions o f  broker agent and mediator agent. As a matter o f  fact, such a 
comparison is based on the context o f  workflow. In a workflow process, both broker 
agent and mediator agent play the functions o f coordination, mediation, and workflow 
management. However, there are many differences between broker agent and m ediator 
agent: a broker agent finds a order solution but customers make a decision on it; 
moreover a broker agent does not have explicit knowledge o f  its environment like 
services or agents quantity but knows how to find it; however, a mediator agent within an 
enterprise has the knowledge to its system and resources, therefore it could make a plan 
or decision by using its knowledge with some strategies. As a result, we use the broker 
agent or the mediator agent at different situations: the broker agent is very useful acting 
in a dynamic environment where the resources m ay be continually changing while the 
mediator agent focuses on scheduling in a resource-fixed environment.
2.1.8 W orkflow and W orkflow M odel
The workflow concept has evolved from the notion o f process in manufacturing or the 
office enviroment. The processes exist to increase efficiency by concentrating on the
21
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skills o f  the individuals or information systems) that can perform the specified 
tasks.
• W orkflow management system (WfMS) is a software application that stores 
process definitions and runs jobs based on those process definitions.
The workflow model has task granularity and can be grouped as a task-flow based
workflow. The task acts as the centerpiece o f the workflow. At the top level, the 
workflow system can support a set o f processes. Each process can be depicted as a set o f  
activities. An activity can be defined as a single task or a set o f  low-level tasks. The 
transformation o f  data or the invocation o f some services can define a task. One task or 
activity can be dependent on the completion o f  another task or activity.
A workflow process consists o f  two phases as business process modeling and the 
execution o f  workflow. The business process modeling is to translate a business process 
from the real world into a formal, computer processable definition by the use o f  analysis, 
modeling and system definition techniques. The resulting definition is sometimes called a 
process model or process definition. At execution phase, the process definition is 
interpreted by software which is responsible for creating and controlling operational 
instances o f  the process, scheduling the various activities steps within the process and 
invoking the appropriate human and IT application resources, etc.
The advantage o f  a workflow management system is as follows:
• Improved efficiency: automation o f  many business processes results in the 
elimination o f  many urmecessary steps.
• Better process control: improved management o f business processes achieved 
through standardizing working methods and the availability o f  audit trails.
23
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Figure 4. W orkflow reference model 
Invoked applications; the programs that may be invoked by the workflow system. 
These programs include interfaces to and between legacy data systems and Enterprise 
Application Integration (EAI). They also often include image systems, document 
management systems, and mail systems.
Administration and monitoring; it includes both the history o f each case and the 
monitoring o f  the total work performed. Individual cases might include the person and 
processor whose work was assigned the work with the date, time, and disposition. This 
could be used for reporting and auditing, but could also be used for process control.
The workflow enactment service: it provides the run-time environment in which 
process instantiation and activation occurs, utilizing one or more workflow management 
engines, interpreting and activating part or all o f  the process definition, and interacting 
with the external resources necessary to process the various activities.
25
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models or to support the representation o f  additional attributes. Although Petri nets are 
not directly used, the basic concepts and mechanisms proposed by this formalism can be 
found in the background o f many other tools used in workflow and business process 
management.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an expressive language for a shared 
workflow representation. UML has a notation and a well-defined set o f  syntactic and 
semantic rules (Eriksson and Penker, 2000). The UML has a great deal o f  tool supports, 
which makes it easy to integrate into the workflow framework. The UML is also flexible 
enough to capture functional and non-functional constraints.
2.2.2 Agent M odeling
2.2.2.1 Agent Encapsulation
Among different approaches used for agent encapsulation in agent-based manufacturing 
systems, two approaches are distinct: the functional decomposition approach and the 
physical decom position approach.
In the functional decomposition approach, agents are used to encapsulate modules 
assigned to functions such as order acquisition, plarming, scheduling, material handling, 
transportation management, and product distribution. There is an explicit relationship 
between agents and functional entities. Examples o f  this type o f  approach are ISCM 
(M ark et al., 1993), CIIMPLEX (Peng et al., 1998), and in some recent projects (Choi et 
al., 2003, 2004; Kuo, 2003).
In the physical decomposition approach, agents are used to represent entities in the 
physical world, such as operators, machines, tools, fixtures, products, parts, features, and
27
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Brokers are similar to facilitators with some additional functions such as monitoring 
and notification. The functional difference between a facilitator and a broker is that a 
facilitator is responsible only for a designated group o f agents, whereas any agent m ay 
contact any broker in the same system for finding service agents to complete a special 
task. Broker agents can be found in CIIMPLEX.
The M ediator approach is another type o f  federation architecture. In addition to the 
functions o f  a facilitator and a broker, a mediator assumes the role o f  system coordinator 
by promoting cooperation among intelligent agents and learning from the agents’ 
behavior. A detailed description o f the mediator concept and architecture can be found in 
(M aturana et al., 1999). Applications using mediators in intelligent manufacturing 
systems can be found in (M aturana et al., 1999; Shen et al., 2001).
The Autonomous Agent approach is different. Although different definitions have been 
proposed for autonomous agents, we argue that an autonomous agent should have at least 
the following characteristics; (I)  it is not controlled or managed by any other software 
agents or human beings; (2) it can communicate/interact directly with any other agents in 
the system and also with other external systems; (3) it has knowledge about other agents 
and its environment; (4) it has its own goals and an associated set o f  motivations. DIDE 
used this approach for developing agent-based engineering design systems (Shen and 
Barthes, 1996). AARIA also used the Autonomous Agent approach, but with fixed 
negotiation protocols (Parunak et al., 1998).
2.2.2.3 Agent Coordination and Negotiation
Coordination is central to the successful operation o f agent-based manufacturing systems 
which are very complex and whose stability is essential. W ithout coordination, a group o f
29
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(Sycara et al., 2004) proposed a multi-agent architecture for dynamic discovery and 
coordination o f  agent-based semantic Web services. They focus on the broker agent with 
the support o f  OWL-S for dynamic services discovery, mediation and coordination. The 
authors also describe O W L-S’s extensions, detail their im plem entation’s basic features, 
and explain how these features address the broker’s reasoning problem.
(Zeng et al., 2001) presents an agent-based architecture to support the cross enterprise 
workflow. The authors describe each o f the components o f this framework (partially 
implemented) and how certain agent characteristics and capabilities have relevance to 
specific operational concerns in the cross enterprise workflow domain.
(Xu et al., 2003) propose the use o f  a multi-agent system for supply chain management 
with respect to the perspectives such as planning, control, and execution. In addition, this 
approach considers nonfunctional concerns such as flexibility and reliability and 
incorporates the use o f industry -standard modeling techniques using the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML). There is also a positive evaluation o f  the approach based on 
the impact on throughput time.
Other advanced approaches to dynamic composition o f  cross-organization workflows 
project such as LARKS. Katia Sycara proposes an Agent Capability Description 
Language (LARKS) for describing the capabilities and requests o f  software agents and a 
mechanism to determine the structure and semantic match description in this language. 
They have implemented LARKS with associated matchmaking process in RETSINA 
multi-agent infrastructure framework.
Nowadays, there is no commercial agent based workflow product. But several 
prototype systems exist in this research area, namely ADEPT (Advanced Decision
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Some researchers have tried to combine the OWL-S with BPEL4W S to use both o f  
their merits. (Liu et al., 2004) build a direct mapping from DAML-S to BPEL4W S for 
composite processes and atomic processes. Moreover, because agents provide great 
flexibility in service discovery and interaction in a dynamic workflow process, there are 
also some research efforts laid upon the use o f agents for the composition o f  W eb service 
based workflow. Korhonen (Korhonen et al., 2003) describes a design o f  a W eb service 
based agent planner to automatically compose Web service based workflow. Vieira 
(Vieira et al., 2004, Naveen et al., 2004) presents an ontology-driven architecture to 
provide a flexible workflow execution. This architecture supports a mechanism to handle 
presuppositions and chooses alternative sub workflow by defining sub workflow 
ontology.
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• Agent-based workflow (Chang and Scott, 1996; Yan et al, 2001) can be 
considered as a workflow process that is planed, performed, communicated, and 
coordinated in a multi-agent environment.
• The workflow is decomposed into multi-level collaborative tasks and each task 
represents a logical piece o f  work that contributes to a workflow process.
• The software agent is an execution entity on behalf o f  its role, knowledge, or 
resources to perform tasks o f  workflow.
• The workflow is used to control the interactions between agents.
The inter-enterprise workflow process is across several units in a company or even 
spreads across several companies. However, a central workflow engine is unable to get 
all the information o f  the whole business process in order to control it. Thus the solution 
is to have one workflow engine residing in each organization or unit and the whole 
business process is fulfilled through interactions among the multiple workflow engines. 
In this scenario, agents take full responsibilities o f  a workflow management system to 
analyze, automate, integrate, communicate and interact workflow systems.
The agent based workflow technology has the following benefits;
• Providing distributed system architecture. There are several system architectures 
in multi-agent systems, which can be used in a distributed system for 
implementing a workflow management system.
• Providing communication methods. Agent communication langue has been 
widely studied. There are several communication languages based on semantic 
messages, such as Knowledge Query Manipulation Language (KQML) and
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In general, agent-based workflow model takes advantages o f agent coordination 
mechanism. Agent coordination mechanism is a description o f actor and role that an actor 
playing a particular role carries out a set o f  activities (Weiss, 2000). In fact, coordination 
model (Omicini et al., 2001) uses a coordinated problem-solving method to solve 
workflow management where a coordination agent performs the functions o f  planning, 
coordinating and managing a process while users and resource agents execute the 
proposed task. To simplify the workflow, we abstract the workflow process as the 
enactment o f  several role players. The main role player in the coordination model is 
called the workflow coordination agent, which is a software agent responsible for 
coordinating the workflow process. A coordinative agent-based workflow model is 
proposed with four layers: workflow management layer, coordination layer, service layer 
and resource layer (Figure 5).
The workflow management layer contains workflow definition tools that are m ainly 
used to create business process representations, including the definition o f  business 
processes, rules, and logics. A workflow engine is a software service that provides a run­
time execution environment for a workflow instance, which is capable o f  initiating 
utilities to activate appropriate applications for the execution o f particular activities.
The coordination layer is the second layer whose responsibility is to coordinate the 
activities at multiple enterprise levels. In this layer, the broker agent coordinates the 
activities o f  workflow at inter-enterprise level and the mediator agent at intra-enterprise 
level. At inter-enterprise level, when the customer order triggers the co-operative 
processes, the broker agent selects one workflow pattern, queries ontology agent for 
potential partner list and sends a call-for-bid on SOAP to potential suppliers. After
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At the resource layer, workflow management is implemented by enterprise business 
systems, human operators, customers, machines, and other applications.
3.3 Agent-based Workflow Model
The key issue to realize a flexible, dynamic workflow process is how to model the 
workflow properly at design time and how to provide a mechanism to construct a 
workflow specification for each instance at run-time. To accomplish such purposes, we 
provide two models: the semantic model to describe workflow ontology for workflow 
process definition and reasoning; the process model to support process composition, 
resource discovery, mediation and interaction for dynamic workflow implementation.
3.3.1 Semantic M odel
Description logic (Baader et al., 2003) is a family o f languages that formally express 
certain constraints on knowledge representation. Since they have a precise semantics and 
axiomatization, there are amenable to automatic processing in a manner that is 
unambiguous across implementations. Description logic begins with primitive concepts 
and defines further concepts in terms o f  formal descriptions and then concepts are 
computed from these descriptions. OW L is a description logic language for describing 
the web ontology. Although OW L is not specific to workflow process, it has the ability o f 
specifying the process logic. OWL-S is obvious a good example. OWL-S provides three 
service models for process description and reasoning, advertisement and deployment in a 
Web services environment. In fact, our semantic model is built upon this basis and 
extends the concepts towards the whole workflow process domain.
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Figure 6. W orkflow ontology diagram
As shown at Figure 6, our core workflow ontology entities are defined as follows; 
Abstract workflow (AW): AW defines an abstract workflow ontology which describes 
an abstract workflow process. An AW  could be an execution workflow or a collection o f 
abstract tasks. For each particular AW, there is only one sub class instance.
Execution workflow (EW): EW  is a concrete workflow ontology that defines a detailed 
workflow procedure. An EW could be composed into a set o f  execution tasks without the 
definition o f  abstract tasks. Due to the elimination o f the logic reasoning procedure, EW  
is efficient during the execution but less flexible in the run time configuration.
Abstract Task (AT): AT is an abstract task ontology entity that has the property o f  task 
name, task type, task deadline, task pre- and post- conditions, task status, and task 
execution result. An abstract task represents a composite task that has at least one atomic 
task (i.e. execution task).
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example, we define a simple abstract order task which has two sub execution tasks: 
Taskl and Task2. The Task2 will be triggered if  Taskl is executed successfully. We use 


























<?xml v ers io n = “ 1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xm In s=" http ://m  y Si te . c om /m y Ont ol ogy #" 
x m ln s:rd f-'h ttp ://w w w .w 3.org /1999/02 /22-rd f-syn tax-ns#"
3cm lns:rdfs-'http://w w w .w 3.O rg/2000/01/rdf-schem a#"
xm lns:ow l="http://w w w  w 3.org /2002/07 /ow l#"  xm  1 :b a s e - 'http://m ySite com /m yO ntology">
<owl: Class rdf:ID =  " Order" >
< owl: uni on O f  rdf: parseType =  " Collection" >
< ow l Cl ass rdf: about = " #T ask l"  />
< ow l:C lass rdf:about =  “#Task2" />
</ow l:unionO f>
</ow l:C lass>
< o w l:Q a ss rdf:ID = ”T ask2” >
<rdfs:subC lassO f rdf resource =  "#Order" l>
<ow l:in tersectionO f rdf: parseType = ” ow l:collect!on” >
<ow l G a ss  rdf:about =  ”# T a sk l’7 >
<ow l:E .estnction>
<owl: onProperty rdf:resource=”#status’7>
<owl: has V alue r d fr e so u r c e - '# d o n e '/>
</ow l:R estriction>
</owl: inters ecti onO f>
</ow l:C lass>
< o w l:G a ss rdf: ID=" Taskl" >
<rdfs:subC lassO f rdf:resource-'#O rder" />
</ow l:C lass>
</rdf:RDF>
Figure 7. Ontology example represented in OW L DL.
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model is built upon the basis o f  process composition, resource discovery, mediation and 
coordination.
3.3.2.1 Process Composition
A composition process is a process that contains process decomposition and process 
integration. Comparing w ith the process o f  workflow ontology generation that uses the 
bottom up approach, the process decomposition uses the top down approach in which, 
given an overall task or goal, the system decomposes it into smaller, more manageable 
pieces. In our case, the process decomposition is separated to four steps as follows;
First, a semantic description o f the existing Web services and the workflow process 
is defined in the workflow ontology repository. This work has been done in the 
semantic model.
Second, the service requester asks the service provider for a workflow process or a 
service. The service provider will search the related workflow ontology in the service 
repository and select an appropriate result to service requester. We call this process 
“resource discovery” .
Third, the service requester checks whether the request can be satisfied. The request 
result will change the process status and finally affect workflow process result. We 
call this process “m ediation” .
The last step is interaction process between the service requester and the service 
provider. In fact, we separate the interaction into two level meanings: the low level 
communication provides a message channel while the high negotiation assures the 
workflow to achieve the goal to some extent.
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•  The initial step for service providers is to advertise their services to the service 
registry. Information about these services is stored in a registry until the providers 
decide to stop advertising their services. At the service requester’s side, a service 
query is created and communicated to the service registry.
•  The service registry compares the requested capabilities with the advertised 
capabilities to determine if  they are sufficiently similar. Sufficient similar means that 
the advertised service satisfies the requested capabilities. Requested and advertised 
capabilities must thus be formulated so that they can be compared. The service 
registry makes the service matchmaking, which is based on ontologies that the 
capabilities are annotated with.
•  Finally, the service registry selects the advertised service that best match the 
requested capabilities. These matches are then reported back to the service requester 
who makes a decision on which service to use.
The service discovery can be separated to internal service discovery and external 
service discovery. The internal service discovery is to find services that come naturally 
from the internal workflow system. The external service discovery is mostly searched 
from outside W eb services. Generally, there are two approaches to find the service -  
search UDDI registry or OW L-s profile. UDDI is a registry that allows business to 
describe and register their Web services. It also allows business to discover services. 
However, the search mechanism supported by UDDI is limited to keyword matches and 
lack o f  semantic support. To enable more sophisticated matchmaking presupposes, the 
OWL-S profile model provides a richer service description.
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common agent interactions, such as auctions, iterated contract-net, purchasing, etc. The 
contract net protocol (Figure 8) is one o f the interaction protocols for cooperative 
problem solving among agents. It is modeled on the contracting mechanism used by 
businesses to govern the exchange o f  goods and services. A contract net process is 
described as follows:
• A coordination agent announces a task that needs to be performed.
• The coordination agent receives and evaluates bids from potential contractors.
• The coordination agent awards a contract to a suitable contractor.
• The coordination agent receives and synthesizes results.
FI P A -C o n trû c tN e t-P ro to co l










a o c a p t-p io p o s a l i=j-k
in fo rm -d o n a  : inform <>
In fo rm -raa u it : in form
Figure 8. FIFA Contract-Net diagram 
The interaction capability, both among agents and between agents and their 
environment, is one o f  the basic characteristics o f  an agent. The definition o f high-level
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3.4.1 Agents System for Inter-enterprise Collaboration
W eb portai is a web interface that is designed for users to access and mange related 
information. From the web portal, the customers register their information, input orders, 
select bids and manage the contract information. Behind web portal, the order is received 


































Figure 9. Agent based workflow model at Inter-enterprise level
W orkflow planner is a software agent that is responsible for coordinating the workflow 
process. The workflow planner is responsible for maintaining upper levels o f workflow 
ontology including abstract workflow ontology, execution workflow ontology, abstract 
task ontology, and task ontology. The abstract workflow ontology and the execution 
workflow ontology are defined at the workflow ontology repository while the abstract
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Supplier agent is an agent on behalf o f an enterprise that has capabilities o f  providing 
certain services. In a virtual enterprise, there are usually many supplier agents and their 
coordination relation could be either cooperation (i.e., when they unite for an order) or 
competence (i.e., when they compete for an order). A supplier agent registers its services 
at the UDDI registry, receives the order from its web portal, schedules the order tasks 
using its internal system and processes the contract after the customer makes the decision. 
UDDI is a static ontology repository that provides registry and look up services. UDDI 
can be implemented inside an enterprise and perform like a private UDDI, and it can also 
be implemented at a shared space outside enterprises for providing public information as 
public UDDI. Thus, one or more UDDI registries can be employed to provide enterprises 
with standard terms used in communication languages and knowledge related to these 
term s’ definitions, attributes, relationships and constraints.
Ontology agent provides the semantic integration while an UDDI registry only performs 
the function as a static ontology repository. In our system, the ontology agent just plays 
part o f  its proposed functions in partner search. W hen a broker agent submits a service 
query to the ontology agent, it will check the UDDI repository to find the matching 
supplier agents. And then the ontology agent returns a matching list to the broker agent. 
An ontology agent may have some kind o f learning ability that can gather service 
information from business transactions and provide the suppliers’ references.
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Interface agent aims at preventing direct access o f internal systems from outside. It 
performs functions such as transferring messages, receiving tasks, returning order bids, 
controlling access security, etc. Simply speaking, the interface agent performs functions 
similar as an application gateway that is a jo in t point o f the inter-enterprise workflow and 
the intra-enterprise workflow. W hen the supplier’s Web service receives a message, it is 
transferred to the interface agent at first. The content o f  SOAP message is deprived, 
checked and directed to the responsible agent. The interface agent decides which agent is 
responsible for the message and sends the message to it.
M ediator agent is a coordination agent at the intra-enterprise level that interacts with the 
workflow engine, reads process policies, and communicates with other resource agents to 
exchange the information and control process events like error handling (Weiss, 2000). 
As shown in Figure 11, when a task is received, the mediator agent takes four steps to 
accomplish the task: (1) task decomposition, (2) coordination cluster, (3) scheduling and 
(4) task executing.
•  Task decomposition is the process o f building goals or sub goals for multi-agent 
system to be accomplished. In this step, a received order is decomposed into a set o f 
tasks and each task may be further decomposed into subtasks by another domain 
mediator agent in a hierarchical mediator architecture.
•  Coordination cluster is the process o f creating virtual agent community. After 
decomposing the task, mediator agent needs to find possible resource agents to finish 
the task. It is an iterated process in that the mediator agent finds problem solvers by 
querying the DF agent for the service list until all the tasks have potential agent 
solutions.
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4. Case Study and Implementation
The inter-enterprise workflow is used to define the business process logics that are shared 
by the participants o f a formed virtual enterprise. The business process in a VE starts with 
an order by a customer for a composite product or service. If  we analogue workflow 
definition as a “class” in programming, a virtual enterprise could be considered as a 
running instance o f  such a class which is triggered by custom er’s requirement, created by 
its lifecycle, controlled by workflow management, executed by workflow engine and 
dismantled while goal is finished. As agent based workflow model we propose in 
previous section, we have designed a prototype system to demonstrate the use o f  our 
model.
4.1 Design Principle
Engineering companies o f  all sizes are turning to the Internet to find parts suppliers, 
shaving sales and procurement costs in the process. Often, small companies have a hard 
time in finding manufacturers, and also these manufactures will charge a com petitive 
price to make a small number o f  parts. A shop may have the latest manufacturing 
equipment and software, but neither is much good without incoming work orders. W hile 
most shops advertise their manufacturing services in directories, such as the yellow 
pages, or rely on manufacturing representatives and word-of-mouth to get work, others
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• Suppliers register/ subscribe to the site and set up an on-line agent/filter.
• The broker agent behind the web portal is created for buyers and assists them to 
find potential service suppliers. This lets them to adapt to cyclical workloads and 
fill roles in their capacity.
• To post a quote, buyers enter data such as delivery dates, part amounts, and intent 
(e.g. switching suppliers, make-versus-buy comparisons, and so forth). They 
choose a process they want quoted, and indicate the desired supplier attributes 
such as only local-area suppliers or those with certain certificates.
• The broker agent searches suppliers and sends the order bid.
• After receiving an order, suppliers study the order by computing the costs at their 
inner system and send messages to the buyer if  needed —  both parties have each 
other's company information. The supplier then prepares and privately submits a 
quote for the job.
• The buyer reviews the submitted quote and performs due diligence via supplier 
profiles that include ratings. These ratings come from previous transactions where 
both buyers and sellers rate each other (one to five stars) based on m ultiple 
criteria. For instance, suppliers are rated by quality, delivery, and general 
responsiveness/customer service.
• Contract could be signed between the buyer and the selected supplier online. 
After order confirmation, the order commitment and the configuration service are 
invoked to physically add the order to the resource agents.
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The web portals and Web services are supported by Java Web Services Development 
Pack (JWSDP). The Java Web Services Development Pack (Nagappan et ah, 2003) 
provides a convenient all-in-one package for developers who want to start building and 
deploying standards-based web services immediately. It is a superset o f  Java XML pack. 
The main software tools we use for system implementation are lists here:
•  Java APIs for Web services such as JAXP, JAXM, JAXR.
•  Tomcat as a web portal test environment for Java Servlet or JSP.
•  JSP tag library.
•  JSSE (Java secure socket extension) for testing web service access via secure 
connections.
•  Ant build tool for platform independent build management,
•  Java registry server which is a private UDDI server that can be deployed internally 
for service publication and discovery.
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Agent Communication Channel in a Java environment. Messages are represented using 
the FIPA Agent Communication Language. AADE also supports FIPA ’s standard 
interaction protocols such as Contract Net Protocol.
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Web Portal Service agents/ Interface agents
Figure 13. Agent coordination diagram for virtual enterprise formation
In this section, an online order scenario is envisaged to demonstrate the agent based 
workflow coordination. As a common sense, an online order process could be described 
as the process o f  ordering, payment, production, and shipping. For simplicity, we only 
discuss the first step in this scenario -  ordering.
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the broker agent needs to query the workflow planner for an order-processing task and 
the workflow planner agent decides it according to the defined workflow ontology. W hen 
the broker agent gets a task indication, it tries to find a service agent to execute the task.
4.4.2 Partners Search and Selection
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Figure 15.UDDI server diagram 
The search and selection o f business partners is a very important and critical step in the 
formation o f  a virtual enterprise. Partner search can be done based on the following 
resources: 1) private information resources such as directory facilitator, 2) enterprise’s 
private UDDI repository; and 3) public information resources such as the public UDDI 
repository. In order to effectively find partners in real time from various resources, we 
proposed different searching strategies for inter- and intra- enterprise collaboration. At
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Figure 16. Gantt chart and negotiation example
4.4.4 Contracting
A contracting process is an awarding procedure to designate a service agent to perform a 
particular task. In our scenario, a business agreement needs to be achieved between 
customers and service suppliers (external service agents). A contract is generated by the 
broker agent and mainly based on the custom er’s order, payment and shipping 
information as well as the supplier’s bid information (Figure 17). The customer keeps the 
contract and the broker agent sends its copy to the selected supplier for execution.
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5. Conclusions
5.1 Summary
Today, workflow management systems often face the problem o f runtime process 
changes and traditional workflow systems are inflexible to capture the dynamic changes. 
Thus, a flexible and efficient workflow solution requires the ability to efficiently discover 
and exploit business services in a dynamic and constantly growing environment. It also 
requires the capacity to dynamically establish relationships among business processes. In 
this context, we propose the agent based workflow model as a blueprint for orchestrating 
the business process’s dynamics.
The result o f  this research is toward an approach for distributed workflow process 
automation. In our agent based workflow model, we propose workflow ontology not only 
for dynamic runtime interpretation, but also for module reusability at design time. 
Moreover, the agent based coordination mechanism provides great flexibility for 
workflow process composition, resource discovery, mediation and interaction. Finally, 
the automated operational processes can be reused to capture the workflow-based 
information and automate their processes not only for workflow but also for other 
enterprise-modeling domains.
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5.3 Future Work
The agent based workflow model has some research areas that can be improved through 
future work.
Negotiation problem. Although agent technology promises the important features like 
automation, learning, negotiation, etc, some o f  them are not mature enough yet. For 
example, there are already plenty studies in negotiation, but the real world is still very 
complex to be handled by current techniques. Generally, negotiation contains two kinds 
o f  problems: negotiation presentation and negotiation strategies. Negotiation presentation 
builds the formal interaction definition by negotiation protocols and interaction patterns 
to realize the negotiation process. On the other hand, negotiation strategies are more 
dependable on situations where conflicts arise between different sets o f  beliefs. In our 
case, we use Contract Net based interaction protocol for both inter-enterprise and intra­
enterprise bid negotiation. However, we will consider the iterated Contract-Net 
negotiation process to change the strategies after learning during each turn.
Ontology problem. We are currently developing tools for mapping the upper level 
workflow process ontology into lower level service ontology that we can use to generate 
multi-agent instantiations o f the workflow. However, there are two problems (or 
approaches) in current development o f ontology.
The first one is w hether we should develop a complex ontology system that takes 
advantages o f  the full power o f  first order logic. In fact, although there are already some 
ontology tools such as OilEd and Racer, it is still very hard to build and maintain large 
ontologies without the help o f  domain experts. However, our solution is to build a small 
set o f  ontology in a specific problem domain to minimize the difficulty. For this purpose,
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and implementing agent-based workflow systems. Agent-based approaches prim arily 
emphasize on the agility and reconfiguability o f workflow systems. Different from the 
mathematical approaches targeting at a global optimization through mathematical 
formulation, the agent-based approaches attempt to achieve optimization through 
efficient coordination mechanisms.
Regardless o f  the above problems, we also identify the following research topics as 
future research opportunities:
Adaptive workflow process: creation o f  new business process logic during runtime 
through learning.
Integrated with other technologies: integration with other technologies such as 
project management, intelligent scheduling, etc.
M anaging and Monitoring: integrated business system and their associated W eb 
services raise new requirements for system management. Business transactions that 
span several systems also need to be monitored as a whole.
Quality o f Service: Quality o f  service refers to the quality o f  the availability, 
accessibility, integrity, performance, reliability, regulatory, and security capabilities 
o f  the service.
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